
� The Auditorium Building was considered a masterwork of  the Chicago 
School of  Architecture

� Construction of  the Auditorium Building marked Chicago’s cultural 
coming of  age (Miller, 354)

HIGHLIGHTS
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� Chicago lacked an architecture to house and encourage its new cultural 
activities (Miller, 356)

� Biggest architectural commission in the history of  the city

� At the time, largest, heaviest, and tallest private building in America

� With approximately 4,000 seats, it was “the largest and finest music hall in 
the country, surpassing in size by twelve hundred seats New York’s 

Metropolitan Opera House” (Miller, 363)



“Speakers and guests high on wine that evening 
compared the Auditorium to the Parthenon, the 

Pantheon, and as a ‘temple of  practical service’ to the 
‘useless’ pyramids.” (Miller, 365)
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� Three buildings in one (theatre, hotel, office and commercial spaces)

� Accommodate various uses (grand opera to political conventions)

� Temporary floor: part of  orchestra level could be covered to use as ballroom (city’s 
largest), banquet hall, indoor sport events

� Moveable ceiling panels: two top galleries could be hidden; changed the seating 
capacity to 2,500 for smaller events

� Curtain: raised or lowered to alter the stage’s size; anywhere from 47 ft. to 75 ft. wide

� Expanding the seating capacity: risers were added to dress circle’s lobby, stage, and 
hallways behind the boxes making the capacity approx. 6,000

VERSATILITY
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� Shaped like a trumpet (or speaking tube) to assist projection

� Ceiling arches increase in height to contain the sound and reflect it back

� John Scott Russell’s theory of  “isacoustic curve”: eliminated a broad 
back wall to prevent sound reverberations; upward slope from front to 

back; relatively low arched ceilings to minimize echoes

� Materials: thick plaster – resonant and reflective supporting clear 
amplification; surfaces broken up with decorative molding, also to 

minimize echoes

ACOUSTICS
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� Air Ventilation System: one of  the 
first to be both heated and air 

conditioned (function year-round); 
vents in both upper and lower galleries 
supported Peck’s ideal of  democracy

� Compression & Expansion: small, 
low, dark “vomitoria” -> large, open, 

NEW TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD

low, dark “vomitoria” -> large, open, 
bright theatre house (largest contrast 

possible)

� Light bulbs: among the first to be 
wired with electricity; eleven 

generators to supply its own power; 
3,500 electric clear glass carbon-

filament bulbs (ceiling, balcony, and 
surround the audience)
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� Collaboration between architects and businessmen in the 
building of  office skyscrapers (Miller, 355)

� Bringing people together – all classes – designed to 
“refine and uplift” (Miller, 355)

GOLDEN AGE
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“refine and uplift” (Miller, 355)

� Architecture for democracy (Sullivan) 

� Sullivan – most philosophical architect; skyscraper was 
new form of  architecture; emphasized their vertical 

nature

� New style was labeled "Commercial Style," later called“ 
Chicago School"



“Chicago had had the biggest conflagration “in the 

world.” It was the biggest grain and lumber market “in 

the world.” It was the greatest railroad center, the 

greatest this, and the greatest that. The shouters could 

not well be classed with the proverbial liars of  
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not well be classed with the proverbial liars of  

Ecclesiastes, because what they said was true; and had 

they said, in the din, we are the crudest, rawest, most 

savagely ambitious dreamers and would-be doers in the 

world, that also might be true. These men had vision. 

What they saw was real, they saw it as destiny.”

—Auditorium architect Louis Sullivan1

http://muse.jhu.edu.ezproxy.roosevelt.edu:2048/journals/opera_quarterly/v022/22.3-4.clague.html#fig05



� Sullivan & Adler - Auditorium Building Chicago (Stan  
Neumann) 

� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUUwPx_chX4&fea
ture=related

VIDEO CLIPS

ture=related

� Chicago's Lakefront | Auditorium Building (Geoffrey  
Baer) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6fOg7NSZB0&feat
ure=related

● Auditorium Theatre (You and Me This Morning)

� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HbroeHAg84E
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